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This paper focuses on the Army’s need to be more successful in communicating their side

of the story to American and international publics, and posits that Army culture and climate must

continue to change in the direction that encourages a more open relationship with the media.

To support this position, this paper articulates the strategic leadership role of public affairs

professionals and their responsibility to the commander and staff.  Because we can learn from

the past, it then examines media embedding from a historical context from the Mexican War to

the recent “ad hoc” media embedding experience during Operation Iraqi Freedom.  It then

examines the effectiveness of the current embedding policy, to include the media’s issues and

changes that should be made in the future to affect Army climate and culture.  This paper

concludes by discussing current Army cultural norms with respect to the media and proposes

five recommendations the Army must consider to fully embrace a climate and encourage a

culture of true media engagement.  These recommendations address promoting public affairs

doctrine, educating the media, developing media and military relationships, growing public

affairs leaders, and rewarding public affairs competence.





ARMY CULTURAL CHANGE AND EFFECTIVE MEDIA RELATIONS

There have been literally countless accounts throughout American military history of both

good and bad episodes with the media.  During the 20 th century we saw extremes in the press.

In World War II, both American fighting men and their leaders were portrayed as prince-like

heroes who could do little wrong, which distinctly encouraged public support.  Conversely, there

was an all time nadir one generation later, which depicted the Vietnam War as a breeding

ground of disgruntled soldiers and leader incompetence that contributed to declining public

support and strategic American failure.  In both extremes the truth was somewhere in the

middle, but the power of media-created perception ruled the day.  It is fair to say that there is

little doubt that the importance and influence of media on the modern battlefield are at an all-

time high.  Recent U.S. Department of Defense initiatives, such as the robust media embed

program during Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF), have reinforced this perception.

In my decade of public affairs (PA) experiences, even with successes and increased

emphasis from senior leaders to encourage proactive media engagement, Army culture has

caused many leaders to be overly cautious in the presence of reporters.1  This paper focuses on

the Army’s need to be more successful in communicating their side of the story to American and

international publics, and posits that Army culture and climate must continue to change in the

direction that encourages a more open relationship with the media.  To support this position, this

paper articulates the strategic leadership role of public affairs professionals and their

responsibility to the commander and staff.  Because we can learn from the past, it then

examines media embedding from a historical context from the Mexican War to the recent “ad

hoc” media embedding experience during Operation Iraqi Freedom.  It then examines the

effectiveness of the current embedding policy, to include the media’s issues and changes that

should be made in the future to affect Army climate and culture.  This paper concludes by

discussing current Army cultural norms with respect to the media and proposes five

recommendations the Army must consider to fully embrace a climate and encourage a culture of

true media engagement.  These recommendations address promoting public affairs doctrine,

educating the media, developing media and military relationships, growing public affairs leaders,

and rewarding public affairs competence.

Culture and Climate

Before proceeding further it is important to understand the framework of culture and

climate, to include the difference and relationship to each other.  Edgar Schein defines culture

as:
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A pattern of shared basic assumptions that the group learned as it solved its
problems of external adaptation and internal integration that has worked well
enough to be considered valid and, therefore, to be taught to new members as
the correct way you perceive, think, and feel in relation to those problems.2

Additionally, a report by the Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) defines

military culture as: “…how things are done in a military organization.  Military culture is an

amalgam of values, customs, traditions, and their philosophical underpinnings that, over time,

has created a shared institutional ethos.”3  Conversely, the CSIS report states: “Climate is

essentially how members of an organization feel about the organization.”4  Climate consists of

the conditions that precede the existence of a group culture.  Schein identifies the following six

Primary Embedding Mechanisms to create a climate that in-turn build a culture:

1. What leaders pay attention to, measure, and control on a regular basis

2. How leaders react to critical incidents and organizational crises

3. Observed criteria by which leaders allocate scarce resources

4. Deliberate role modeling, teaching, and coaching

5. Observed criteria by which leaders allocate rewards and status

6. Observed criteria by which leaders recruit, select, promote, retire, and
excommunicate organizational members 5

Good climates create the conditions in the long term that build into good cultures.  With

respect to public affairs, unit climates that recognize, place importance on and reward PA

organizations and professionals, while encouraging proactive media engagement, are key to

success in today’s global information environment (GIE).  This is on track with the direction and

guidance provided in Joint Publication 3-61, Public Affairs, which states:

Public affairs officers are an integral part of the staff at all levels of command.
The public affairs officer (PAO) is the joint force commander's (JFC’s) principal
spokesperson and senior advisor on public affairs (PA). To gain such a position
of trust, the PAO must have the ability to provide information to the media, to the
commander, and to the supporting forces in near real time. The key to success in
this endeavor is not limited to planning, training, and equipping PAOs, but
integrating PA operations into all levels of the command. Whereas the media
may have access to tactical units during hostilities, PAOs may have access to
information and to senior-level staff officers on a continuing basis.6

The PAO and Strategic Leadership

Senior level PAOs, because of their influence and close relationships with senior military

leaders, are in a position to provide advice to or even be strategic leaders.  More accurately,
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they should aspire to be true masters of the strategic art – integrating and combining the three

roles of strategic leader, strategic practitioner, and strategic theorist.7  As this paper will show,

especially today in the era of instant world-wide communication and a never-ending “virtual”

media cycle, the functional staff expertise of PA professionals is critical to strategic success or

failure.  While recognizing that only one or two percent will attain a strategic leadership position,

the Strategic Leadership Primer made the point that strategic leadership is a shared

responsibility between the staff and the leader, when it stated: “…anyone in a staff position

working for a strategic leader should be well-trained as a strategic thinker or they cannot

adequately support the leader.”8

While PAOs are doctrinally considered “special staff” and sometimes counted among the

“personal staff” and advisors to the commander, this paper will show that they are leaders of the

most important magnitude.9  Research shows that the role of the PAO as a subject matter

expert and the person on “the inside” with media, coupled with commander access and

thorough understanding of the strategic picture, are paramount to success on the modern

battlefield.   Back in 2000, Navy Lieutenant Commander John F. Kirby called for making PA an

“operational function.”  He stated: “The speed at which the world communicates, the ever-

present threat of asymmetric warfare, and the increasingly important role of domestic and

international support for military operations make public affairs a real force multiplier.” 10  This is

further supported by Army doctrine in FM 46-1: “An Army compelled to fight and win in the

information age has no option but to leverage public affairs and derive its maximum contribution

to combat power.”11

The Strategic Corporal

This influence of the public affairs professional goes hand-in-hand with the paradigm of

the “strategic corporal”:

A strategic corporal is a soldier that possesses technical mastery in the skill of
arms while being aware that his judgment, decision-making and action can all
have strategic and political consequences that can affect the outcome of a given
mission and the reputation of his country. 12

The “strategic corporal” is one of those simple but very profound concepts that modern PAOs

and senior leaders must grapple with aggressively and intelligently.  They must ensure media

understanding is saturated at the lowest levels or they may find themselves pinned flat to the

mat when subordinates fall short of expectations because of a lack of situational awareness and

context.   Although the actions of one soldier on the tactical scene who has strategic impact is
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nothing new, the coupling of this concept with the advent of instant media exposure has

magnified it exponentially.

The attention required from top leadership to the lowest common denominator ties in

nicely with Schein’s second primary embedding mechanism, in that leaders must not shy away

from media when in a crisis situation.13  An excellent example was the “double tap” incident in

Fallujah on November 13, 2004, where a young Marine shot an apparently helpless Iraqi

insurgent in a building while a NBC television crew recorded it.  There was more to the story.  It

turns out that these same Marines encountered similar situations the day before, evidenced by

the following:  “Some of the tactics said to be used by the insurgents included playing dead and

attacking, surrendering and attacking, and rigging dead or wounded with bombs.  In the

November 13th incident mentioned above, the US Marine apparently believed the insurgent was

playing dead.”14  There was justification in the eyes of the U.S. Marines, who redeemed the

young Marine in the end, as he was determined innocent.  But the damage was done, leaving

an indelible stain.  Television, radio, newspapers and magazines around the world carried the

story in an unfavorable perspective, including Aljazeera, which still promotes the story on its

web site.15  The consequence was that countless positive accomplishments were negated by

one regrettable now-public event that was not readily explained.

The media environment reflected by the anecdote above is one example of why media

relations are so critical today, and why Army culture must adapt to embrace the nuances

involved in PA engagement to plainly explain “the rest of the story.”16  This involvement does not

suggest that we could have prevented this tragic event from being reported inaccurately or in a

misleading way.  But, perhaps a better pre-operational briefing to the media and explanation of

specific tactics, techniques and procedures used in clearing buildings or immediate contextual

explanation of the situation could have mitigated misunderstanding.  Further, better media

training, resulting in overall better situational awareness by the young Marine also may have

altered his conduct.  Once again, this is not to suggest the military suppress or censor the

media, but rather to help them get it right.  It is the responsibility of both the commander and

PAO in partnership to ensure guidance is disseminated and understood.

This discussion to embrace media nuances links back to Schein’s fourth and fifth primary

embedding mechanisms, which focus on setting the example and reinforcing positive

behavior.17  Empowerment is ultimately the responsibility of and begins with the most senior

leader supporting a climate that nurtures media engagement.  Some of the best public affairs

guidance (PAG) ever given, so simple but often misunderstood or under-explained is the

concept of talking “within your lane.”18  This should be “empowering” to our troops vice
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“restrictive.”  There is a lot of stuff “within your lane”; so public affairs leaders need to help unit

leaders better understand that.  Amazingly, every young troop, both enlisted and young officer,

who learns this at an early stage in his or her military journey, is like a freshly planted acorn.

With watering and careful cultivation, that acorn will grow into a solid oak.  Considering the

current military operations with ample media embed opportunities and other media exposure

around the world, there are a lot of acorns and a rich garden in which to plant them.  To better

understand where this military-media marriage needs to go and its influence on climate and

eventually culture, it is relevant to get a historical view of where this relationship has been.

Evolution of Media on the Battlefield

Media embedding within military formations is not a new concept, but how the American

military has dealt with media war coverage has varied and evolved over time.  An examination

of history tells us that the Mexican War in 1848 marked the first recorded attempt to send

professional journalists to the field.  In this war a consortium of newspapers sent five men, who

used a combination of pony express, steamboats, railroads and the fledgling telegraph for short

distances to get reports to Washington long before official Army reports arrived, much to the

government’s chagrin.19  During the American Civil War, technological advances such as the

telegraph, by now improved with wide-spread infrastructure, sped up reporting.  Conversely, this

technological change started the advent of concerted military censorship, as military leaders

interrupted transmissions and arrested reporters.20  World War I introduced and World War II

refined the concept of embedding by inducting uniformed reporters into the service.  In World

War I the military granted embedded reporters access to the front but imposed mandatory

censorship; there was little complaint due to patriotism and battlefield proximity.  The military

somewhat relaxed this censorship during World War II, complemented coverage with internal

media such as the Stars & Stripes newspaper and Armed Forces Radio , and released enough

information to generally keep the media happy.  This was the golden age of war reporting from

the military’s vantage point.21

The Korean War marked a modern era which moved away from embeds.  Initially there

was no censorship and reporters were allowed to enter the country to gain access to the area of

operations on their own.  General MacArthur initially praised the media coverage, as it was

favorable, but after China entered the war and the media reported successive American

defeats, strict censorship was reintroduced.22  Of course, Vietnam further soured the media-

military relationship, as the media had mostly unrestricted access and no significant censorship.

Television, combined with contradictory pictures being painted by the official press briefs versus
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reporters’ observations in the field, created a credibility gap, the stigma of which took many

years to erase.23

During the 1983 Grenada invasion there was a blackout of media and despite journalist

protests in the aftermath, the American public overwhelmingly supported the Reagan

Administration’s restriction of press access.  The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General

John Vessey commissioned the Sidle Panel to review military-media relationships under

Brigadier General Winant Sidle, and they determined that a military press pool was the best

solution in 1984.24  A small eight-journalist pool was first used in Panama in 1989.  Pool

reporters were unhappy that they could only access areas after the action had happened, and

independent reporters outside the pools were getting stories first.25  During Operations Desert

Shield and Desert Storm in 1990-1991, media pools were expanded to 1,500 journalists.  But,

the media complained that restricted access channeled reporting and was thus “indirect

censorship.”  The military was overwhelmed logistically to handle 1,500 journalists.26

In 1995 operations associated with Bosnia marked the first modern embedding as we

know it today.  Reporters were told to report all they heard unless told specifically it was off the

record.  This policy changed when Wall Street Journal’s Tom Ricks quoted a private

conversation of a brigade commander.  This resulted in a sensational story for the reporter, but

it ultimately ruined the future career of the commander as his comments were taken out of

context.  From then on all conversations were off the record unless stated otherwise; this was

known as the “Ricks’ Rule.”27

Media Guidance and Embedding During OIF

Most recently during OIF, DoD took media embedding to a level never before attempted

or attained.  Although there has been intellectual debate amongst both media and the military as

to the virtues and vices associated with integrating media into a unit, the general DoD

consensus was that it was a resounding success.28  Prior to OIF, there was guidance issued in

the form of messages and orders identifying media embeds for specific short duration

operations and exercises.29  But, there was no clear long-standing policy at either DoD or

Department of the Army level that provided any detail about how to accommodate embedded

media at operational or tactical levels.

A 1996 DoD Directive on Joint Public Affairs Operations has a succinct section instructing

combatant commanders on how to leverage public affairs and integrate media into formations.

However, this directive does not use the word “embed,” but it does include two paragraphs that

may have supported this conceptually.  One paragraph addresses media support with a “goal to
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treat the news media as members of units”30 and another addresses assisting “news media in

gaining access to the full spectrum of U.S. military units and personnel conducting joint and

unilateral operations.”31  The Army’s 1997 FM 46-1 does have a paragraph defining media

embedding and lists it as a type of media facilitation.32  A later 2000 DoD Directive is eight

pages long and has a one-page enclosure titled: Statement of DoD Principles for News Media.

It is very curious that this document mentions media pooling several times and requirements for

media to abide by military security ground rules (non-specified in the document), but no specific

mention of embedding.33  In the aftermath of OIF’s embed experience, there has been dramatic

emphasis placed on the virtues of media embedding, as documented in the May 2005 update of

Joint Publication 3-61 on Public Affairs.34  This publication is a watershed document, for it not

only specifically mentions media embeds 14 times, but it emphasizes the importance and

relevance of public affairs to all military operations.  It is easy to draw the conclusion that robust

media embed missions will and should remain a cornerstone of the military’s media

engagement strategy.

Issues About Embedding Media

In order to build a climate and culture conducive to healthy media engagement, it is

important to consider and be aware of the media’s perceptions.  In the aftermath of the invasion

phase of OIF, two basic criticisms were commonly alleged by the media.  According to author

and Navy Lieutenant Commander Brendon R. McLane, “The embedded reporters were

compromised by their relationship with their units” and “the focus of their reports was too

narrow.”35

The first issue is the so-called “Stockholm syndrome,” which hypothesizes that media

become co-opted by the military units they cover, thereby losing objectivity in reporting.36  This

could be on a subconscious level or a conscious level.  There is a natural human tendency to

become part of the team and share in camaraderie.  From a military perspective, media

integration within a unit is welcomed, as a person understands the challenges and context for

actions.  A problem does occur when some journalists take it to extremes, including picking up

weapons to engage the enemy along side their Army “buddies.”  Cynical journalists like Robert

Jensen of The Progressive Magazine  feel that when media identify too closely with their military

subjects, they unconsciously allow the military to control their movements and reporting.37  This

particular criticism has primarily emanated from outside journalists, not those who recently

embedded with units in Iraq and Afghanistan.  Hence, the motivation behind this criticism may

be dubious or is at least worth pondering.
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The second issue is the media’s criticism that reporting tended to be too narrow due to

close proximity to the tactical action.  Many reporters believe that there is potential, when

embedded at the unit level, to be so myopic that the big picture is missed.  Retired journalist and

CBS anchor, Dan Rather defends embedded reporters and admits that wartime journalism

cannot be expected to provide the full story of all that is happening on the battlefield, but rather

a first draft of history that is incomplete and possibly wrong or misleading.38

McLane also raises the question: “If the war had gone very badly for the United States

and the Coalition forces, what would have happened to the embedding program?”39  The view

ascribed to by professor and author Douglas Porch is that military and the media have always

had a strained relationship and censorship has nothing to do with the strain.  He states: “The

difference between World War II and Vietnam was not the presence of censorship but the

absence of victory.  In other conflicts, victory has erased memories of a troubled relationship;

after Vietnam, the media was caught up in the quest for a scapegoat.”40  There does seem to be

some truth to this hypothesis; however, cynical views are often balanced by individual

interpersonal relationships and patriotism which cannot be measured.  Whenever human beings

are involved there is never certainty.  Thom Shanker of the New York Times says: “Embeds in

Afghanistan and Iraq, I think we agree, were a success. But the program was not really

challenged.  It was not really stressed.  What would have happened had the combat phase in

Iraq gone really, really badly…what would have happened had the American military ‘won

ugly’?”41  Most Army professionals conclude that despite potential for bad news, the fairest

accounts are likely to come from embedded reporters.  An informal poll of Army War College

students fully supports this position, as all respondents unanimously favored embedded vice

unilateral reporters on the battlefield.  Of the twelve responses, eleven responded based on

actual deployment experience and first-hand observation, while one responded based on

military exercise experience and from observing from the outside looking in at ongoing

operations.42

In the above discussion the word “fairest” does not necessarily mean positive, let alone

glowing.  In this context, “fair” as it pertains to journalism, means “free from favoritism or self-

interest or bias or deception; or conforming with (sic) established standards or rules.”43

Freedom of the press is guaranteed by the First Amendment to the US Constitution, which is

emphasized in joint doctrine.44  It is generally accepted, from a US national policy perspective,

that an independent, “non-co-opted” media serves the public interest best.  But, likewise from a

US Army foxhole perspective, there is a good story, a fundamentally honest story to tell and

although far from perfect – yes the Army does make mistakes - the coverage will be more
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accurate with embedded reporters.  Serving as a guide to facilitate the media in telling a “fair”

story, Joint Pub 3-61 lists five Fundamentals of Information to include: tell the truth, provide

timely information, practice security at the source, provide consistent information at all levels,

and tell the DoD Story. 45  The most skeptical-but-honest journalists many times prove to be

best, in that their truth trumps any unfounded enemy lies and propaganda.  This is also

consistent with Joint Pub 3-61, which alludes to the fact that the media will tell a story with us or

without us; if we engage them we can help get the DoD story told accurately.

Unlike the cynics who overplay the alleged evils of the Stockholm syndrome, there are

many reporters who believe there is nothing wrong with media expressing patriotism concurrent

with their jobs as reporters.  Fox News’ Geraldo Rivera told it to me this way in Iraq: “I don’t care

about the politics – I don’t care about whether you’re a Democrat or a Republican – I’m an

American first; we’re Americans and we’re at war.  We need to win this thing and more reporters

need to just come out and see and report on the great things our troops are doing and tell the

truth.”  He added: “History cares much more about how wars end than how they begin.”46

According to Colonel Franklin Childress, “Media embedding is not a flash in the pan, but the

way of the future.  Neither the news media themselves nor the American or international publics

will allow the military to place the ‘cone of silence’ on its operations ever again.”47

Current State of Army Culture and the Way Ahead

While current Army culture still tends to be overly cautious in terms of media engagement,

Colonel Joseph G. Curtin, Army Chief of Media Relations, says: “We are making strides.

However, anytime a soldier or commander is admonished by a superior for speaking with the

media, the damage is done.  Senior leaders must set the example.”48  Shanker states: “The big

Army does, indeed, tend to be more cautious in terms of media engagement, although as a new

generation of officers and enlisted personnel mature through the system -- and have experience

with the media in Iraq and Afghanistan -- this may be changing.”49  In recent years the Army has

made a conscientious effort to improve media relations.  More recently Brigadier General

Vincent K. Brooks, Chief of Army Public Affairs, led the agenda at the 2005 World Wide Army

Public Affairs Symposium with the simple but crucial theme of “Engage.”  General Brooks’

vision, enthusiasm and emphasis were geared at changing the Army’s culture to be more

proactive.50  There has also been recent proclivity by commanders at staff meetings and other

leadership venues to throw around catch words like be “proactive” and “engage” the media.

But, experience has shown that the follow-up and execution are too often stymied by overly-

cautious and untrusting culture.51  Although less prevalent, many commanders unfortunately still
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operate under the paradigm that the PAO is doing a good job if he keeps the media away.

According to Shanker: “The most important PAO in any unit is the commander, who must

empower all of his subordinates to be able to tell the Army story to the American public -- which,

after all, contributes the treasury and family members to make the American military possible.”52

Recently I experienced a benign, yet telling example of the vestiges of this cultural

mindset that would rather not deal with the media.53  Fox News journalist Geraldo Rivera

wanted to attend a recent military function, and since I had a personal relationship with him, I

was required to coordinate with the installation’s leadership to ensure his visit would be

welcome.  What concerned me was not that I garnered eventual approval, but rather the

palpable negativity and passive-aggressive resistance encountered from some people.  One

senior leader asked me: “Geraldo is not planning on filming anything, is he?”  A more engaging

approach should have been: “Can Geraldo cover something, oh-by-the-way now that he is here

on our installation?”  This was a potential good story – for both recruiting and positive public

influencing, especially since he had the number one show of its time-slot.  Whereas some

leaders may have been overly concerned that Geraldo might do a story, the opposite should

have occurred.  This example shows the cultural paradigm the Army must crush if it is to excel

in engaging media in the future.

On the positive side, many leaders who are now rising in the Army’s ranks have

experienced more contact with reporters, especially exposure to embeds.  They are, by virtue of

this familiarity, likely to be more media savvy.  Curtin says: “Many leaders now understand the

press is going to be there whether you like it or not.  The realization is clear: if you don't help tell

your story, somebody else will tell it for you.  You may not like what they say.”54  Even those

who do not like engaging the media are seeing more and more pragmatic advantages and the

necessity of leveraging media like any other weapon in the arsenal.  So the culture appears to

be moving in a positive direction.  The next step is changing the mindset from “necessary but

painful” to a “continuum of transparency.”55  This “continuum of transparency” can best be

described as the ultimate military to media relationship replete with savvy leadership at all

levels, educated soldiers at all levels, and a virtual partnership with the media built on trust and

interpersonal relationships.  The foundation for cultural change has been laid with the advocacy

and vision of General Brooks and the wealth of experiences of emerging young leaders with

recent experiences in Iraq and Afghanistan.

There is arguably an Army culture and sub-cultures throughout the various branches

within the Army.  Over the last twenty years, the trend in Army PA has been the “bridging of

cultures” by inoculating the PAO corps with more combat arms officers.  This trend has been
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well received by most combat arms leadership, since instant confidence and credibility are

established before nary a word is spoken.  As PAOs have their uniforms covered with “cultural

symbols” such as Airborne Wings and a Ranger Tab, they tend to connect immediately with that

type of leader.56  The recognition, albeit subconscious in some cases, of these cultural symbols

and their derived importance tie directly back to Schein’s ‘primary embedded mechanisms’ five

and six.  Research shows that leveraging shared meaning which gets someone embedded into

an organization’s “in group” has a positive effect on mission accomplishment and paves the

road for cultural change.

Cultural bridges make it possible to expedite the infusion of both primary embedding

mechanisms and secondary articulation and reinforcement mechanisms.57  By expanding the

now opened door with the commander through interpersonal skills, aided by shared technical

competence and conceptual ability, a PAO can establish or at least plant the seed to use

embedding and reinforcing mechanisms.58  Once the key interpersonal skills get someone in the

“in” crowd, it is important to deftly maneuver to establish trust and confidence in and with the

team, which directly leads to instilling both embedding and reinforcing mechanisms.  These

mechanisms, when in place, create the favorable command climate conducive to and reflective

of good organizations and hence effective leadership.

Recommendations

As discussed, there are some positive trends on the cultural path to better media

relationships.  We clearly have embarked on a long journey, but have not yet arrived.  One

might ask: “How do we continue to improve and shape our culture to be more media friendly?”

There are some simple things that can be done to enhance the military to media relationship,

but to quote Carl Von Clausewitz from over 150 years ago: "Everything in war is simple, but the

simplest thing is difficult."59  Realizing that culture and norms are very difficult to modify, it is

paramount that PAOs are competent, proactive, and have the trust of the commander and staff.

To assist in realizing this positive future, this paper proposes five recommendations.

The first recommendation is to promote public affairs joint doctrine to the tactical level.

Joint doctrine establishes a solid foundation at the highest levels upon which subordinate

formations can nest.  In this instance, Joint Pub 3-61 seems to echo and reinforce Schein’s first

and second primary embedding mechanisms, in that it suggests leaders need to pay attention to

the importance of PA and ensure PAOs are fully integrated into the process of solving critical

incidents and organizational crises.60
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The second recommendation is to better educate media embeds on the unit’s mission two

levels up.  Understanding the big picture context will lead to more accurate reporting which

serves the media, the military and ultimately the American public.  Access to the overall

strategic or operational plan to give better context will help journalists to fully understand what

they can and cannot report.  This access would be predicated by trust, which could be better

achieved when media are linked up with their unit several weeks prior to deployment.61  To

properly accomplish this education, early link-up needs to be mandated as a standing policy.

Currently there is too much variance and inconsistency.  Though there is some risk involved,

media access to plans and operational details may not only add context and accuracy to

reporting, but better accomplish the Army’s communication objectives.

The third recommendation is to foster long term unit to media relationships as a whole and

specifically encourage local media linkages.  The first part of this recommendation addresses

the issue of whether or not the defense media policy should specify long-standing media to unit

relationships, including quotas for designated news media outlets.  Naturally, mutual familiarity

for the long haul will facilitate the education noted above and assist in developing a bond of

trust.  Another consideration, which directly relates to building trust, is the inclusion of known

local media.  Currently, there is no provision for units to locally select certain media.  Local

media inclusion would not only be prudent, but it supports evidence that established media

relationships facilitate mission accomplishment.  According to Lieutenant Colonel Rivers

Johnson and the Center for Lessons Learned Newsletter 04-13: “Reporters embedded with

units developed a relationship with the unit and embraced the unit, which could translate into

future operations.”62

The fourth recommendation is for PAOs to assert themselves as local leaders, a first step

in becoming strategic leaders.  This is in concert with Schein’s fourth and fifth primary

embedding mechanisms, focused on setting the example and reinforcing positive behavior.63

This is a reciprocal process in which the PAO’s competence will serve as means to internally

strengthen the public affairs team, foster media relations, and build confidence in the

operational commanders’ ability to interface with the media.  This is an evolutionary step.  The

public affairs leader must assess the commander’s style, the situation at hand, and conduct risk

analysis.  The ability to be agile on the media battlefield and articulate the mitigation of

obstacles  to the commander will create the conditions for successful and open media relations.

Understanding the relationship between culture, climate and the building blocks of embedding

and reinforcing mechanisms is an important start.64  We will also need to encourage PA

professionals to be competent in the areas of conceptual, interpersonal, and technical skills.65
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The final recommendation is to infuse the public affairs community with the best and

brightest the Army has to offer, especially from the operational career fields, and reward them

accordingly.  Field grade officer accessions into PAO from 1971 to 2002 indicate that out of 369

records, 229 were selected from combat arms basic branches; infantry has the most at 71.66

For better effectiveness, the Army should not only match PAOs by basic branch to like units, but

ensure they are duly recognized on par with peers in the operational career field.  For this to be

feasible, the Army needs to demonstrate the potential for career enhancement along this path.

According to Curtin: “Officers, who have served in tough assignments, generally earn the trust

and respect of their seniors.  Needless to say, if you walked the walk, then you can better talk

the talk!”67  In a recent statement to the Council on Foreign Relations, Secretary of Defense

Donald H. Rumsfeld said: “U.S. military public affairs officers must learn to anticipate news and

respond faster, and good public affairs officers should be rewarded with promotions.”68

Conclusion

The Army Chief of Public Affairs, Brigadier General Brooks, has emphasized that the

Army of the future must embrace the cultural norm of media engagement.69  Figuratively

speaking, the media, like any other tool or weapon, is a combat multiplier and when leveraged

properly can provide awesome results and tell our story.  Obviously, the media are not literally

“ours” to control, but engagement with them can “hit the target” much like well placed rifle

rounds going down range.  Shanker says: “You would use every tool in your arsenal to fight and

win.  The media is one of those tools.  You have to learn how to use it.  Why ignore this one?

We are now as much a part of the battlefield as weather and terrain.  And even if you view us an

enemy, you don’t abandon the battlefield when the enemy approaches.  Why not engage us?”70

Clearly, whether or not military professionals approve of it, the media will continue to wield a

great amount of power and influence.  Unless we actively and wholeheartedly engage the

media, we will never get our side of the story told and will conversely become further divided

from them.

To bridge this divide, we need competent and confident public affairs professionals who

are respected leaders in their own right.  The continued infusion of combat arms officers into the

ranks of PA professionals provides fresh blood and a natural bridge into the world of the

strategic combat commander.  Combining the trio of conceptual, interpersonal, and technical

skills,71 PAOs need to understand the current culture, and with that understanding, make

deliberate steps to influence Army culture to become less hesitant and more insistent on

engaging the media.  Obviously, we need to continue to pursue and improve upon the inroads
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made from recent embedded media operations, as it is so valuable and critical it warrants

special attention for future success.  Finally, cultural reform will not happen over night, but

progress continues to be made and the seeds have been sown for a new crop of young leaders

– the future strategic leaders of our Army.
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